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Abstract. Chemical ozone lossrates inside the Arctic polar vortex were determined
in early 1998 and early 1999 by using the Match technique based on coordinated
ozonesondemeasurements. These two winters provide the only opportunities in
recent years to investigate chemical ozone loss in a warm Arctic vortex under
threshold conditions, i.e., where the preconditions for chlorine activation, and hence
ozone destruction, only occurred occasionally. In 1998, results were obtained in
January and February between 410 and 520 K. The overall ozone loss was observed
to be largely insignificant, with the exception of late February, when those air
parcels exposed to temperatures below 195 K were affected by chemical ozone loss.
In 1999, results are confinedto the 475 K isentropiclevel, where no significant ozone
losswas observed. Average temperatures were some 8ø - 10ø higher than those in
1995, 1996, and 1997, when substantial chemical ozone loss occurred. The results
underline the strong dependenceof the chemical ozone loss on the stratospheric
temperatures. This study shows that enhanced chlorine alone does not provide
a su•cient condition for ozone loss. The evolution of stratospheric temperatures
over the next decade will be the determining factor for the amount of wintertime
chemical ozone loss in the Arctic stratosphere.
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1.

SCHULZ ET AL.' ARCTIC OZONE LOSS, 1997/1998AND 1998/1999

Introduction

In the winter of 1994/1995, 1995/1996, and 1996/
1997, the Arctic stratosphere experienced a series of
unusually cold winters. Substantial chemicalozoneloss

was observedin these winters [Manney et al., 1997;
Miiller et al., 1997; Rex et al., 1997, 1999; Schulz et

al., 2000a,andreferences
therein],whichwasconnected
with large areas of synoptic scale temperatures that

were low enoughfor polar stratosphericclouds(PSC)
to exist. In contrastto this, the winter 1997/1998was
dynamically active, which led to higher stratospheric
temperatures that only occasionallydropped below the
threshold temperatures for PSC existencein small parts

of the polarvortex[PawsonandNaujakat,1999].At the
same time the polar vortex was much smaller than that
in previous winters. Compared with precedingyears,

measuredozonevaluesin winter 1997/1998werehigher
and were much higher in the following Arctic stratosphericwinter 1998/1999,whichwasevenwarmer. In
both winters,the Match approach[van der Gathenet

al., 1995]whichusesair parcelsthat areprobedtwiceor Figure 1. Map of all participating ozonesondestations
more by ozonesondes
was applied to determinechemi- in the 1997/1998 and 1998/1999 Match campaigns.
cal ozone destruction.

These two warm winters pro-

The solid circles mark the stations that participated

vided the first opportunity to investigateArctic chemi- in 1997/1998. In 1998/1999,the stationsmarkedwith

cal ozonelosswith the Match techniqueunder threshold open circleswere also involved.
conditions,where preconditionsfor chlorineactivation
at 36s-• normalized
potentialvorticity
and henceozonedestructionexistedonly intermittently. edgeis chosen

2. Measurement

Strategy and Analysis

The first passiveMatch analysiswas made for the

Arcticwinter1991/1992,wherea largenumberof ozonesondeshad been launchedinsidethe polar vortex. Back-

(PV) (seeRex et al. [1999]for a definition)correspondingto a valueof 36.10-6 K m2s-• kg-• for Ertel'sPV
on the 475K isentropiclevel for the winter 1997/1998,
which is the same value as in former Match analyses.

In winter 1998/1999, the vortex was much weaker
than in precedingyears; so a vortex edge chosenat

ward trajectorieswere calculatedfrom thesesoundings 36s-• wouldbe wrongby excludinglargepartsof the
in order to identify air parcelsthat had already been vortex. At 475 K, the highestgradient of PV in equivaprobedby an ozonesonde
[vander Gathenet al., 1995]. lent latitudes, averagedfor Januaryand February1999,
Sincethe winter 1994/1995, coordinatedMatch cam- was determinedto be 29.7 + 1.1s-•; so the vortex
paignshavebeencarriedout eachwinter. Duringthese edgewaschosenat 30s-•. This agreeswith a study
campaigns,individualair parcelsin differentvertical of Kyr5 et al. [2000],who deriveda vortex edgeat
levelsare probedby an ozonesonde
andthen aretracked 31 •-3.8 (31.9•-3.5) potentialvorticityunits (PVU) in
by meansof forwardtrajectories.Thesenearreal time 475 K for January (February) 1999. The 1998/1999
trajectoriesare calculatedfrom EuropeanCentre for campaignwas carried out both inside and outsidethe
Medium-Range
WeatherForecasts
(ECMWF) horizon- polar vortex, with more than 900 sondeslaunchedin
tal wind field analysesand up to 3-day forecasts,and total. All stations shown in Figure 1 participated in
estimateddiabaticcoolingrates are used. If a trajectory the campaign. Here only the resultsfor insidethe polar
passesover one of the participatingstations,a second vortex are presented.
After the campaigns,the trajectories are recalculated
sondeis launched and a possiblechangein ozone mixing ratio within the air parcelcan be detected. Each from the analyzed wind fields, and diabatic descent
1999]are
pair of soundingswithin the sameair parcelis called ratesfromthe SLIMCAT model[Chipperfield,
a "match". In this way, chemical ozone loss is sepa- applied. For the final analysis,only matchesthat fulfill
rated from dynamicallyinducedozonevariationsin the certainqualitycriteriaare used[Rexet al., 1999].The
presenttheory of polar stratophericozonelossindicates
stratosphere.
In winter 1997/1998,a coordinatedMatch campaign that chemicalozone lossoccursexclusivelyin sunlight;
was carriedout in January and February.In total, 348 this was shown in former Match analyses. As a result,
sondeswere launched,with about 200 being insidethe the lossrates are calculated by linear regressionof the
polar vortex. The stationsthat participatedin the cam- changeof ozone mixing ratio versusthe time the air
paignare shownin FigureI (solidcircles).The vortex parcel spent in the sunlight. Vortex-averagedlossrates
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per day are obtained by multiplication of the loss rates
per sunlit hour with the mean sunlit time per day inside
the vortex. The error bars of the ozonelossrates given
in Figures 2-6 represent the 1 rr uncertainties of the re-
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not consider any possible systematic effects. A more
detailed description of the method can be found in the
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3.1. Winter 1997/1998

0.8

In Plate I the observedvortex-averagedozonelossper
day during January and February 1998 is shown. The
thin lines are isonlinesfor A•A•, the area with temperatures below T•A•

m '•B

as calculated from ECMWF

anal-

yses. T•A• was calculated after Hanson and Mauers-

0.6

0.4

o

0.2

berger[19881,usinga HNO• profileas measuredby the
Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratophere (LIMS) in
January 1978 and assuminga constant H•O mixing ratio of 4.6ppmv. The results cover the vertical region
from 410 K to 520 K between mid January and the end
of February. Owing to a limited number of available

ozonesondes
in 1997/1998, the number of matchesper
day in the lower levels is lessthan that in former years,
which makes it necessaryfor this analysis to include
matches of a 20-day period for each regressioninstead
of 14 days as was used in former Match analyses. Time
resolution is therefore reduced, which might blur peak
values. While little ozone loss was detected up to the
end of January, loss rates at around 490 K increased
at the beginning of February, and at the lower levels,
toward the end of February. The maximum loss rate
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Figure 2. (top) Ozone depletionrates per day on the
475 + 10 K potential temperature level as a function

of time. Each data point representsa linear regression between ozone change and sunlit time of matches
in a 14-day period around the given date. The shaded
curve representsANAT, the area with temperatures be-

low TNAT. (bottom) Relative position of the corresponding match events inside the polar vortex. Zero

refersto the vortex center (highestPV value), while 1
representsthe vortex edge. On a given day, equal intervals on the scale correspond to equal area fractions of
the vortex, while decreasingnumbersrepresentincreas-

ing PV (e.g., 0.3 representsthe PV isoline enclosing
per day was 28 + $ ppbv/d at 450 K and 490 K at the 30% of the vortex area).
end of February. This is lower than vortex-averaged
values of previous Match campaigns, with maximum

valuesbetween40 ppbv/d and 60 ppbv/d at compara- matches of a +7-day period around the given value.
ble vertical

levels.

The

accumulated

loss of ozone for

the time period and vertical region shown in Plate I is

13+7 Dobsonunits (DU). Eventaking into accountthat
the analysis is limited in time and vertical extent, this
value is still low in comparison with accumulated ozone
loss values determined in former years of 120-160 DU

The shaded curve representsANAT. The bottom panel
showsthe relative location of the contributing match
events inside the polar vortex. Between mid January
and the end of February, matches at 475 K cover the

polar vortex homogeneously
(exceptfor the innermost
20%); so the calculatedlossrates can reasonablybe
in 1994/1995 and 1995/1996 and 43 DU in 1996/1997 regardedas vortex averages.At this level, the vortexaveragedlossrates do not exceed104. 6 ppbv/d, which
[Schulzet al., 2000a,and references
therein].
The highest vortex-averagedozonelossrates per sun- is barely statistically significant. For comparison,the
lit hour were observed in the third week of February same analysisfor the 490K isentropiclevel is shown
on the 450 K and the 490 K levels with 2.8 + 0.8
in Figure 3. Here lossrates reach clearly statistically
and 2.9 + 1.1 ppbv/sunlit hour, respectively. These significantvaluesin February.
loss rates are also smaller than those in the precedLangeret al. [1999]deducedchemicalozonedepleing years, when maximum loss rates were found to be tion from ground-based
millimeterwaveobservations
of
10+1 ppbv/h in 1994/1995,10+3 ppbv/h in 1995/1996, ozonewith a vertical resolutionof $ kin, which at 475 K
and 3.9 + 0.8ppbv/h in 1996/1997 [Rex et al., 1997, roughlycorresponds
to 150K verticalresolution.Loss
rates on the 475 K level were found to be not significant
1999;Schulzet al., 2000a1.
In Figure 2 (top panel) the temporal evolution of in Decemberand the beginningof February. For the end
the vortex-averaged ozone loss rate per day in the 475 of Februarythey give a lossrate of 32 4. 10ppbv/d or
K isentropic level is shown. Each data point includes 4 + 1.25ppbv/sunlithour. Thesevaluesagreewell with
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Plate 1. Ozone lossrates per day as a function of time
and potential temperature. The thin solid lines indi-

catethe 0.3, 0.7, 1.5, 4.0, and 8.0.106 km2 isolinesfor
the area with temperatures below TNAT as derived from
ECMWF analysis. The dashed lines show the diabatic

descent(vortex average)of the air massesduring the
winter as determined by the SLIMCAT model.
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Plate 3.

Map of the peak temperature amplitudes

Plate 2. Synoptic temperaturesat 475 K on February
18, 1998, from ECMWF analysis. The white line is

of mountainlee waves•PEAKat 50hPa on February

the TNAT isoline, and the black line marks the isoline

with a mountainwaveforecastmodel[•c•e•ste•' et •.,
1994]. The blue contoursare the synoptictemperature
iso•ines(•bso•u•e•e•.er•ure [K]).

of 36s-• normedpotentialvorticity,representing
the
vortex edge.

1998 at 1200 UT. The data are obtained by simulations
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ary 10, and the solid squaresinclude matchesstarting
from February 10, which represent the same sample of
matches as in Figure 4. Each match is assigneda minimum temperature Tmin as defined above. Here ozone
lossrates per sunlit hour are calculated for ensemblesof
matches with a minimum temperature inside a 2 K wide
bin. The horizontal lines mark the temperature bin; the
horizontal position of the markers describethe average
value of the individual minimum temperatures. A clear
correlation between the minimum temperature and the
ozonelossrate is observedfor the February data, with a

maximumlossrate of 6 4- 1 ppbv/h for thoseair parcels
that experienced minimum temperatures between 193
and 195 K. It should be noted that these temperatures
are synoptictemperatures. Owing to possiblemesoscale
temperature fluctuations, the temperatures given are
upper limits of the lowest temperatures experiencedby
the air parcels.
Matches obtained in January and the beginning of

0.8
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February (open squares)showedno ozoneloss,including those with minimum temperatures between 193 and

Figure 3. Sameanalysisas in Figure 2, but for the
490 4- 10 K potential temperature level.
the vortex-averaged rates we determine for the same
period around 450 K and around 490 K.
To study the localization of the ozone depletion, the
matches between February l0 and March 10 and be-

tween430 K and 500K potentialtemperature(covering
the regionwith significantlossrates) were chosenand
binned according to their relative position inside the
vortex. In Figure 4 (top panel), the lossrates per sunlit hour calculated

from this subset of match events are

202_

shown as a function
vortex.

of the relative

location

The loss rates thus determined

inside the

2OO-

are small or zero

throughoutmostof the vortexbut significantat the vortex edge,whereozonelossratesof 64-2ppbv/sunlithour
are reached.In Figure 4 (bottom panel), the minimum
temperatures(Train)in the history of the corresponding air parcelsare shown. Tmin iS definedas the lowest temperature found along a 10-day backward trajectory from the first soundingof the respectivematch
and along the trajectory that links the two soundings.
The averagesof the minimum temperature are above
TNAT(dashedline) for all partsof the polar vortex,but
individual air parcels experienced lower temperatures,
especiallyat the vortex edge. Sincethe higher lossrates
observedin February 1998 are found at the vortex edge,

_

198_

196194_

192-

vortex

_

center

190

vortex edge
I

0

0.2

0.4

relative

'

I

I

0.6

O.8

i

I

location

Figure 4. (top) Ozone lossrates per sunlit hour as
a function of relative location (seeFigure 2 for an explanation) insidethe vortex. The data symbolizelinear

regressionsof matches between February l0 and March
10, 1998, and between 430 K and 500 K, each of them
to the geographicaldistributionof high mountains,the including matchesof a 4-0.1 range around the given relaverageof the
influence of mesoscaletemperature reductions leading ative location. (bottom) Corresponding
to PSC formation and hence ozone destruction as dis- minimum temperatures Tmin for air parcels contributing to loss rate calculations. For each matching pair
cussedby Carslawet al. [1998]seemspossible.
of sondes,Tmin represents the lowest temperature on a
Figure 5 showsozonelossratesfor matcheswith dif- 10-day backward trajectory from the first soundingand
ferent temperature histories. The open squaresinclude the trajectory which links the two soundings. Vertical
matches from the beginning of January until Febru- lines indicate the range of the Tmin values.
where mountain wave activity is to be expected owing
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diosondedata, which is slightly lower than the ensem-

4

ble of matchesdiscussedhere (480-500 K). However,

2

the relation between geometrical height and potential
temperature is highly variable within a lee wave event,
which makes the comparisondifficult.
It is therefore likely that this ensembleof air parcels
experienced chlorine activation between February 17
and February 19 aboveScandinavia. Model simulations

0
-2
_

-4
o

with a mountainwaveforecastmodel[Bacmeisteret at.,
1994]indicatethat betweenFebruary17 and February

-6

N

0

-8

19 the lowest temperatures at 50 hPa coincided with
high mountain wave activity above the Scandinavian
Tmin
mountains, which was not the case on the days before
or after. Plate 3 showsthe simulation for February 18,
Figure 5. Ozonelossrates for differentminimum temperatures Tmin in the air parcel historiesas definedin 1200 UT, at the 50-hPa pressurelevel. This indicates
Figure 4. Open squaresinclude the data from January that the true minimum temperatures seen by these air
1 until February 10; solid squaresinclude those from parcelsmay have been significantlylower than that inFebruary l0 until the end of the campaignin mid March dicated in Figure 5, and that lee wavesmight havebeen
1998. The horizontal position of the markers is deter- responsiblefor this observedozone loss.
mined by the average Tmin; the horizontal line marks
The correspondingdata point of the early period
the limits of the Tmin values included in the data point.
(open squares)in Figure 5 showingno ozonelossin190

192

194

196

198

200

202

cludes 43 matches that are not confined to a small ver-

tical region but are distributed vertically between 430
195 K in the 10-day history. The average time spent K and 500 K. The air parcels experienced their lowest
below 195 K for the 43 trajectories in the earlier period
temperaturesat differenttimes and locationsand there(opensquares)with the lowestTmin is 12 hours,with 6 fore cannot be brought in connection with any single
of those hours being betweenthe two match soundings. lee wave event. However, mountain wave induced PSCs
This is comparableto the 13 trajectories in the later pe- have been observedin January 1998 [Behrendtet at.,

riod (solidsquares),that on averageencounteredtem- 2000; R. Kivi, personalcommunication,
2000],and the
peratures below 195 K for 6 hours, 5 of them between Match resultsat 475 K give indicationsfor slight ozone
the soundings.As was observedin other, colderMatch lossin January (Figure 2); so it is likely that smallwinters, Tmin values between 192 K and 195 K do not scaleozonelossconfinedto limited vertical regionsalso
necessarily
lead to major ozonelossat 475 K [Schulz occurred in January.
et at., 2000b], suggestingthat mesoscale
temperature
fluctuations are needed to actually trigger ozone loss
for Tmin values in this range. The possibleinfluence
of orographic lee waves on the observedozone loss in
February is discussedbelow.
Eleven of the 13 air parcels with considerableozone
lossexperiencedtheir lowest temperatures between 480
K and 500 K potential temperature above Scandinavia
between February 17 and February 19, either between
the two ozone soundingsor shortly before the first
sounding. None of these 11 encounteredtemperatures
below 195 K in the rest of the 10-day backward trajectory. In Plate 2 the synoptic temperatures at 475 K are
shown for February 18. The lowest temperatures are
observedat the vortex edge above Scandinavia,where
the white line indicates the TNAT isoline. In fact, PSCs

3.2. Winter 1998/1999
The winter 1998/1999wasthe warmestArctic stratospheric winter examined with the Match technique so
far. During most of the winter the stratospherictemperatures were well above TNAT, and orographic lee wave
activiy was weak and cannot be expected to have low-

ered the temperatures enough for PSCs to form. To
our knowledge,the only PSC measurementsweremade

on December2 in Sodankylii[Kivi et al., 2000] between 545 K and 590 K. Visual

observations

were made

at Kiruna, Sweden during the December 1-3 period

[S. Kirkwood,privatecommunication,
2000]. Figure6
(top panel) showsthe temporalevolutionof the vortexaveragedozonelossrate per day in winter 1998/1999

wereobservedby Lidar in Andoya (northernNorway) at 475K. No statistically significant ozone loss was
on the night of February16-17 (G. Hansen,privatecom- observed. There was only one short period in mid
munication,2000), and nonewereobservedat this loca- February when temperatures were below TNAT in the
tion on severalother occasionsin January and February. Northern Hemisphere. However, no Train values below
On February 17, PSCs were also observedat Sodankyl/i 195 K are found among the matches used for this anal-

(Finland) and werebetween18.5- and 19.5-kmaltitude,
includinga thin layer of solidPSC type I (R. Kivi, private communication,2000). This altitude range correspondsroughly to 440-465 K, as inferred from ra-

ysis (Figure6, middlepanel), indicatingthat the small
geographicalregion with synoptic temperatures below
TNAT was not sampled with Match during the time of
interest. Small-scale ozone loss induced by this colder
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Correspondingto the absenceof major chemicalozone
[

•

i

i

loss,the observedozonemixing ratiosin winter 1998/
1999 were unusually high in comparison with recent
precedingwinters. The average mixing ratio in February and March at 475 K inside the polar vortex was
3.7 4. 0.3 ppmv and 3.8 + 0.3 ppmv, as calculated from

-20

all sondeswith a normedPV valuehigherthan 30s-1
and PV _• 36s-1, respectively.For comparison,the
vortex-averaged
(PV _•36s-•) valuesfor Februaryand

-40
-60

March of former years were 3.1 4. 0.4 ppmv in 1997 and
i

i

i

210

3.0 4. 0.3 ppmv in 1998.
4.

Conclusion

205

The 1997/1998 Match resultsgive a detailed picture
of chemical ozone loss ra•es in •he Arctic stratosphere
with respect to time and altitude and •o relative lo-
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cation inside the vortex. In 1997/1998 stratospheric
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temperatures were relatively high. They were closeto
TNAT for a long period and occasionallydropped below
TNAT for a couple of days. This situation offered the unprecedented opportunity to study the chemical ozone
loss under •hreshold conditions. The vortex-averaged
ozone lossrates were barely significantfor most of the
winter throughou• rnos• of the vortex. Some clearly
significan•ozone lossoccurred in February mainly confined to the vortex edge. This may have been connected
•o local PSC formation in lee wave events. The highes• loss ra•es in February were observed in •hose air
parcels wi•h minimum •ernpera•ures below 195 K between •he •wo soundings or in a 10-day history prior

to the first ozonesonde. In 1998/1999, temperatures
Figure 6. (top) Ozonelossratesper day in the 475-+-10 stayed well above TNAT and no significant ozone loss
K potential temperature level as a function of time for was observed. Compared with earlier winters during
early 1999. Each data point representsa linear regres- the 1990s,the absenceof substantial ozone loss during
sion between ozone change and sunlit time of matches

in a 14-day period around the given date. (middle)
CorrespondingTmin values of air parcels. The vertical
position of the marker is the average Train, the vertical line representsthe range of the individual Tmin values. (bottom) relative positionof corresponding
match
eventsinsidethe polar vortex (seeFigure 2 for an explanation).

these two relatively warm winters shows how sensitive
the chemical ozone loss is to changesin stratospheric
temperature. As a rough estimate, the Match results
show that a mean stratospheric temperature increase
of 2-4 K inside the polar vortex can account for the difference

between

severe ozone loss and ozone loss that

is confined to sporadic events such as those in winter

1997/1998,while a temperatureincreaseof 8-10 K with
event may have been missedby Match. Still, the observation of no ozone loss stands out from the preceding
winters with significantozonelossand providesfurther
experimental evidence that the present chlorine loading in the Arctic stratospheredoesnot necessarilylead
to chemical ozone loss, provided the temperatures are
high enough. At 475 K, the average temperature in

the coldest20% of the vortex during January,February
and March 1999 was 2044-5 K, which is 6 K higher than
that in 1998 and 8-10 K higher than that in 1995, 1996
and 1997. These temperature differences remain even
when other quantities such as the minimum temperature inside the vortex or the mean vortex temperature
are compared.

respect to a situation with substantial ozone loss led to
no chemical ozone depletion. These observations support the hypothesisthat during the next decades,while

the chlorineloadingis still expectedto be high [World
MeteorologicalOrganization,1999],the evolutionof the
stratospheric temperatures will be the determining factor for the amount

of wintertime

chemical

ozone loss in

the Arctic stratosphere.
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